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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
Concurrently with the increase in popula_ri ty of' be_nds in 
·the United States, there has been a decrease in the interest in 
stringed instruments, which in turn ta s led to a waning of the 
orchestral part of the instrumental program.l Many people in 
the f1 eld of instrumental education, C0.§71izant of this trend, 
are even now directing efforts to increase interest in strings 
on the part of students. Leaders in the field of music educa-
tion are attemptin g to awaken music tea_chers to the dangers of 
a_llowing the increasing popularity of bands to lead to complete 
deterioration of the orchestral program. Articles in music 
j ournals and rna gazines are now and have been bombardin g music 
ed~cators with various aspects of this problem. Groups of 
educa tors are given many opportunities to attend string clinics 
offered by musi_c colleges and_ music organizations. 
Methods for teaching strings have been closely scrutinized 
and many new and revised methods have resulted . Professor 
Bornoff of Columbia University has devised a completely new 
approach to the study that vastly accelerates the ga.ining of 
technical skills. Walter Angus of Meriden has produced a 
method which may in time have a profound effect on string pro-
grams throughout the country. 
The use of a pre-violin instrument which is described 
1 Dykema & Gehrkens, High School Music, Boston, C. C. 
Birchard, 1941 
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herein, wlll not sup plant any of these aforementioned efforts, 
but rather will be another gun to be used to attack the prob-
lem of g etting young people interested in strings strongly 
enough to eneble them to hurdle the first problems of the 
stringed instrument. 
The proposed pre-violin may be able to accomplish the 
objective in two ways: First, the instrument she.ll be so 
simple that the child will not be compelled to face the com-
plexities of the four stringed violin. Secondly, the tech-
niques gained on the pre-violin can be almost directly trans-
ferred to the violin itself with ·little or no loss in tech-
nique. 
The implication that the pre-violin has for the string 
program is that it aims at the heart of the orchestral problem 
which is really a strin g problem. Without strings there can 
be no orchestral program . With a minimum of wind and per-
cussion instruments and amaximum of strings, the orchestral 
program can flourish. Strings should be started as early as 
possible. The pre-violin is especially designed so that the 
viol in could be started in the fourth grade with greater im-
petus thei:l could h ave been possible under norme.l conditions. 
The likelihood of a gres.ter percentage of students starting 
the violin is more probable than if trere had been no advance 
preparation. 
It is not intended to give 1he impression that the use of 
the pre-violin will assure a successful string program. How-
ever, the inclusion of the pre-violin as part of the string 
schedule may mean the beginning of a program that will grow 
and progress. 
4. 
CHAPTER II 
METHOD OF .APPROACH 
The study of strin ged instruments poses more discouraging 
problems then are usually found in the study of wind and per-
cussion instruments . The violin in par ticulf.!• requires a com-
peratively lon g training period end for this reason it is 
necessery to start students a t an early age. The string prob-
lem that most music educetors h?ve to face results from the low 
in terest in the violin among the majority of students and the 
high drop out rate amon g the students who do start the study 
of the vi olin. 
Instrumental instructors who have used pre-band instru-
ments find that the great major ity of the students develop an 
interest in playing the le gitimRte instrument which served as 
a model for the pre-band instrument. If similar results could 
be obtaine from r:> pre-~tring instrument, a project developing 
a.11d using st1ch an instrument would be worthwhile. 
Te a chin,s pre-bend instruments for the purpose of develop-
ing skills to be used later is essentially a transfer situation. 
Investigation of severa.l trtmsfer experiments by well knovm 
psychologists would bring to light many of the principles which 
woulC. enhance the greatest possible transfer. 
On the bBsis of investigations of other experimEnts, many 
of the g eneral requirements for a pre-violin instrument mey be 
determined. With these general requirements in mind a crude 
experimental instrument can be devised. 
5. 
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With the completion of the experimental instrument, all 
its playing difficulties might be easily discovered. Chan ges 
of various aspects of this instrument could be made until the 
final pre-violin instrument sha.ll have evolved. 
Once the final instrument is completed and playing pro-
cedtlres determined, a course of study for the instrument ca'Yl 
be written. The material in this course of study would develop 
skills progressively leading up to the study of the violin. 
---~~==il======================================================~====== 
CHAPTER III 
THE THEORIES OF TRANSFE.R OF TRAINING AS A 
BACKGROUND TO USE OF PRE-BAND INSTRUM:B:NTS 
vHthin the past two decades, there has been an increasing 
use of instruments known as pre-band instruments by music edu-
cators throughout the country. The theories behind the use of 
these instruments can be traced back to experiments made by 
educational psychologists in the field of transfer of training. 
P. T. Orata in a summary of experiments in transfer has com-
piled the following data.l 
* No. of Investigations 
Lab. Class 
Findings Exper. Exper. Total % 
Finds considerable transfer •••••••• 18 
Finds appreciable transfer ••••••••• 23 
Finds very little transfer ••••••••• 1 
Finds no transfer ••••••••••••••.••• 1 
Claims transfer but no data given •• 1 
Claims no transfer but no data 
14 
'26 
·7 
1 
32 
49 
8 
2 
1 
32.32 
49.50 
8.08 
2.02 
1.01 
given ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 1 2 2.02 
Claims no transfer but faulty 
calculation..................... 2 2' 2.02 
Finds transference and interference.8 8 8.08 
Finds interference only ••••••••••••• 3 3 3.03 ~--------------~------~~ 
Grand Total 
Duplication 
56 
8 
51 107 
8 
Net total 48 51 
* Includes experiments in sensory and 
. perceptual fUnctions, memory and experi-
ments with animals. 
99 
108.08 
8.08 
100.00 
1 Orata, P. T., The Theory of Identical Elements, Ohio State j 
Univ. Press, 1928 
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The conclusions from the above data e.re that transfer does 
actually tal{e place althou€?}1 the amount of positive transfer 
based on total leerning is closer to zero than it is to one 
hundred per cent. I I 
I 
However, it was found that .transfer is more likely to take l 
place in the mind of the le arrier when there are many points of 
similarity between a familiar situation and an unfamiliar sit-
uat ion. 
Accor·ding to _ experimental studies by E. L. Thorndike, in 
order to have transfer from one situation to another, identi-
cal elements must be present.l The theory may be st-ated as 
follows: 
"A change in one mental function alters any 
other insofar as the two functions have as factors 
identical elements. The change in the second 
function is, in amount, due to the change in the 
elements common to it and the first . The change 
is simply the necessary results upon the second 
function of the alteration of t..l1.ose of its factors 
which were elements of the first function and so 
were altered by its training.. To take a concrete 
example, improvement in addition will alter one's 
ability in multiplication because addition is 
absolutely identical with a pa.rt of multiplication, 
end because certain other processes, for example, 
eye movements, ani the inhibition of all save 
arithmetical impulses are in part common to the 
two functions." 
2 An apparently opposite theory proposed by C. H. Judd 
states that specific elements in one situation can only be 
1 Thorndyke, E. L., Educational Psychology, New York, 
Columbia University, Press, 1913 
2 Judd, C. H., The Relation of Special Training to General 
Intelligence, Educ. Rev., 1908, 36 , 28- 42 
. I 
i 
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transferred if they are first generalized before applying know-
ledge to the new situation. Ac tually both theories are valid. 
They operate at different mental levels. The theory of identi-
cal elements tends to describe tre process of transfer in terms 
of the lower mental processes wrer e reasoning and problem solv-
ing are at a minimum. The theory of generalizations operates 
on a. hi £Per men tal plane which r-ecognizes similarities and 
analogies, though they may be quite vague. The theory of iden-
tical elements may be said to operate at the perceptual level 
whereas the theory of g en eralizati on operates at the conceptual 
level. Seen in this light, the two theories are not opposed 
but rather complementary. 
The amount of transfer varies greatly among different 
individuals. Transfer of skills from one function to another 
varies under changing conditions in the same individual. One 
of the factors which may influence the amount of transfer is 
the kind and amount of previous training . If the period o:f 
previous - training is short, and the task is complex, then the 
techniques gained in this first situation will in themselves be 1 
I 
very little . If the training period is sufficiently long to 
.. 
gain proficiency at the first task, but little or no attention 
paid to generali_zati on, the amount of transfer wil l vary with 
the ability of each individual to see similarities, and draw 
analogies. If the individual is not interested in the te.sk at 
hand, or in the new task to which techniques may b e transferred ! 
or bas no in cent iv e for transfer , then the amount of transfer 
10. 
will be small. Thus to gain the maximum amount of transfer, 
interest ~md incentive must be higtl ard training extended over 
a period of time l o n g enough to permit development of pro-
ficiency. Trere should be a great deal of generalization by 
the instructor, and the new task must have many points of 
slmilari ty to the old or familier taslc. 
Children ere more susceptible to impress ion than are adult~ 
and thus have an advanta ge in the amount of transfer. Adults 
on the other hand heve a wider fund of know1edg e end are able 
therefore to make a g reater number of app lications. However, 
in e situation wherein the tasks are simple, ancl the transfer 
is to be made to a s j_n gle other task, children would have the 
advantage. To put it more concisely, children would transfer 
more than adults at the percep tual level, where as adults would 
trans fer more at the cone eptual level. 
No matter at what level transfer takes place , it can do so 
only if there is some conscious effort on the part of the in-
dividual. It is thus very important to consciously generalize 
and to make ap plication to procedures of le arning as well as 
to content. Retention of content is the means by which trans- · 
fer is made between similar situations. Transfer however is 
gre2tly enhanced by the developmEnt of methods snd techniques 
of attacking problems. 
Transfer ability may be associated with superior intelli-
gence . Pupils with low intelligence must necessarily ma..'l<:e 
ap plication thro 'l'gh the medium of i dentic s_l el anents which 
11. 
would require drill and specific guidance. Superior pupils 
will be able to make app llcat ions throu gh generalizations and 
re f lective thinkin g , and in this case, training and guidance 
may be more general. 
There is a phenomenon known as retroactive inhibition ronon ~ 
I 
psychologi.s ts which sometimes takes place in the process of 
t r ans ferrln g skills from a le srned f unction to an unlearned one 
Retroa ctive inhibition is a mental block which slows down the 
learnin g of the new task rafuer than accelerates it. This 
occurs when there is a confusion of which elements may be trans 
f err ed w:tth the result that points in the old situation which 
are differ ent from the new situation are not eliminated. Con-
fusion may also result when t:te differences between two sit-
uations are slight but very important. Thus, learnin g French 
ma.y be somewhat slowed down by sttdying Spanish since the 
since the slightest change in vowel formation s is the differ-
en c e bet ween a French accent and a Spanish accent. The 
di ff icul ties arising in such a_ situ ation may be somewha_t abated 
by bringing the slight differenc e to conscious attention. 
The applica_t ion of the a_bov e principles becomes clear 
when the factors in the transfer situ ation are clearly defined. 
The t rm sfer situa.tion discu ssed in this thesis are as follows. 
1. Third grade pupils, aged eight or nine, 
of varying in telli gEn ce 
.2.. A pre-violin instrument through which 
skills can be easily learned and later 
transferred to the violin 
3. The violin to which skills are to be transferred 
1 2 . 
The age of the p"Ll.p ils limits the pre sent at ion of a course 
on the p r e-violin to the perceptual 1 evel. The course of study , 
should be sufficiently lon g to permit th e attainment of pro-
ficiency. Materials should be viv id and .entertaining enough 
t o maintain a hi gh level of interest throughout. Tl.1.e in-
s tructor should make as many g eneraliza_tions 8 S possible. Most 
i mp ortant of all t he design of the instruments should be ver y 
simple so th a t problems will be at a minimum. These principles 
h Bv e a lre ady b een a dhered to in the use of pre-be.nd instruments 
ftn extension of thes e same p rincip les to includ e t he pre-
violin will greatly help to solve the problems in its develop-
ment . 
I 
CHAPTER IV 
THE FUNCTION OF PRE-BAND INSTRU1ENTS I N DEVE!L.OPIN f1 
INTEREST IN INSTRU.tEltlTS A1TD TRANSFERRABLE TEC:HNIQUES 
There are several types of pre-band instruments now in 
use in the schools of the United States. The song-flute and 
the to net.te Bre very similar and are played with the sane 
technique. The flutophone is quite similar but has the ad-
vantage with its attendin g complexities of an extra octave by 
means of over blowinl) to produce the overtone. 
These three instruments are modelled after the clarinet 
' 
in tbat there are a g reat many identicBl elements. To play 
these instruments one blows through one end of a tube. There 
is no reed. The tone is produced 'I?Y a column of air directed 
ag ainst a protruding edge within the . instrument. Thus there 
is no problem of embouchure such as there would be on tble 
clarinet. There are seven holes on the top side of the in-
strument end one hole on the bottom. These holes are covered 
in the sane sequence R S that of the clarinet. There ere how-
ever, no extra keys which migp t be a confusing factor in the 
stt:dy of the instrument. The song-flute and the tonette have 
'· 
a ran ge of nine tones. · Cutting out two extra holes will give 
·'· . 
·· .. 
the tonette a wider range. The flutophone has a range of two 
octe_ves, but there is the problEm of overblowing when the 
student tries to produce lower tones. Its tone is somewhat 
thinner than that of the tonette or song flu te . It is pitched 
in C. 
13. 
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The melody flute is modelled efter the flute. It is held 
like a flute and their tones e.re similar. The problem of em-
bouchure on this instrument is eliminated by the use of a 
hollow piece which directs a stream of air against the edge of 
the hole . The tones an octave higher, like those of the flu te , 
are produced by overblowing to attain the overton(9. Similar . 
to the song flute, the tonette and flutophone have no keys. 
There are but s:!.x holes to be covered in the Sftme sequence as 
tba. t of the .f'l ute. 
The bugle, less a pre - band ins tru.ment than a 1 e gi tim ate 
instrument itself, is similar to the trumpet. Its only prob-
lem is that of embouchure, which, if developed, can be trans-
ferred directly to the trumpet. The tone is produced by the 
vibration of the lips against a cup mouthpiece in exactly the 
same manner as on the trumpet and other brass instruments. 
Different tones are produced by increasing the tension or 
l essening the tension of the 1 ips. The tones produced are 
those of the harmonic series. It is simpler than the trumpet 
in that there are no valves or keys. The bugle could not how-
ever lend itself readily to classroom work because its volume 
is such that could not be too easily controlled. Then too, the 
fact tr..a t its tones are only those of the harmonic series 
rather than the diatonic series means that the vocal program 
could not be too easily coordinated with the study of this 
ins t rum En t • 
All the pre-band instruments above mentioned have several 
15. 
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thin gs in corr.mon. The y are modelled after a le g itimante in-
strument wi th which they all have identical elements in cormnon. 
They all h EJ_ve eliminated certain factors of the le gi tima.te in-
struments to make the pre-bend instruments much more simple in 
construction and easier to play. Although lackin g the tonal 
p o ss iblli t:l.es of the 1 egi timate instrument, the comp arative ease 
with which t he pre -band instruments can be mastered give the 
pupils firE:t experi enc e with instrmnents a favorable quality b y 
en genderin g the feelin :>: of success. The favorable experience 
cen be readily transferred to an interest in the study of the 
le gitimate instrumen t after which they were modelled . Then too, 
the music teacher, by observing the pr_ogress of students on the I 
pre-b8nd instruments, has a finer basis for selection of talent- i 
ed stud ent s snd can make surer recorrmendations to parents. 
CHAPTER V 
CARRYING THE PRINCIPIJ-E OF THE PRE-BAND INSTRUMENT 
TO THE STRING F'MHLY 
In the United States today there is a s reat need for 
stimulating an interest in strings. The band, with its pomp 
end show end its association with the ever popular athletic 
contests, has proven to be too great a. competitor for musical 
te_lent for orchestras to strive and grow. Perhaps an even 
gree.ter impediment to the string program is the comparatively 
longer tr~:tining period before musical sounds come forth from 
the string in strurnent. Within a six months period, the aver age 
y01.mg cle.r·inetist, trumpeter or trombonist has enough tech-
nique and ·control to play simple melodies or parts in en 
element ar'J' band. The young violinist .however , finds his first 
position with the violin acutely uncomfortable . He has four 
strings , each of which hB s to be tuned accurately , pegs which 
either defy his every effort at tuning or will not stay tuned; 
and a bow which he finds diff icult to draw in a straight line 
on the seme string. Being young, with the ability for sus-
Pend-ing judgement not highly developed, the first experience 
with the violin tends to be a discouraging affair. As if that 
were not enough, his friend who he s just had a lesson on the 
trumpet comes back flushed with excitement (end exertion) to 
tell of his experiences with that instrument. Presuming t..h.at 
tJ:Je youngster was not initial l y d iscouraged, perhaps because of 
the personality and skill of his instructor, radio and tele-
16. 
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vision brings to him the world ' s greatest virtuosos of the 
vi olin and makes him aware of the great chasm between the sound 
of their instruments and his own . 
The pre- band instrument was mentioned in detail i n the 
previous chapter as a means of fostering interest in band in -
struments . Nothing, howev er , was mentioned abou t the use of 
the pre-orchestra_l instrument . · Wbat is there that can be used 
es a pre-orchestral instrument? The Psaltery has strine;s that 
are strv_rnmed in the same manner as those of the . zither or the 
guitar. 'Illlere ere very few identical elements which could be 
later transferred to the study of the vi olin. A short time 
a go an instrument known as the fiddle-ette ws.s devised. It was 
mod.ell ed after the violin, but so exactly as to el imina_te none 
of its complexities. It consisted of four strings and a finger 
boBrd and frame work over which the strings were stretched. 
The resoneting body of the vi olin was simply eliminated . The 
purpose of this instrv.ment was not so much that of being a 
pre-violin in the sense of the aforementioned pre-band in-
strument, but that of being an economy measure. 
No instrument has appeared comnercially that can be truly 
called a pre-violin ins trumm t . Such an in strmnen t would have 
many elements in p1.aylng and in construction that would be 
identical to those features of the violin; but many of those 
complex factors which cause difficulty in the playin g of the 
violin would be eliminated. The only recov_rse therefore would 
be to devise an instrt-unEnt meetin g the requirements of the pre-
18. 
violin. 
Such an instrumen t would have a sound box , a finc;er board, 
and one or more strin gs. However, its e xact size and shape 
would be determin ed by takin8 into consideration a gr eat number 
of factor s which wil l be discussed in the followin g chapt ers. 
CHAPTER VI 
DEVISIN G THE GENE RAL PL-AN FOR THE PRE-VIOLIN ACGOF.DING 
TO THE REQUIREMENTS FOR S 1.1CH A_N INSTRUMEN T 
Keepi.ng the principles of transfer ever pre sent in mind, 
the immedi.ate problem is to narrow down still further the 
g eneral 01.:.tlines of whs.t the pre-violin should actw:dl y be. 
We know that the pre - violin must be modelled after the violin 
and there should be mf:m y points of similarity between the two 
instruments. The major ,problem for design ing the pre- violin 
is the eliminat ion of as many difficulties of the violin as 
possible , yet not simplifying to the degree that all elements 
comrnon to both instruments ere removed, or that musical tones 
cannot be obtained from the pre-violin• 
The violin is made up of four major elements. They are 
strin gs, a sound box, a_ fin gerboard, and the bow. In makin g 
up the pre -violin, each of these four elements found on the 
vi olin are simplified. Playing on and tunin g four strings is 
a problan that could be partially eliminated by using only one 
strin g . The body, or round box, of the violin should be re-
tained but in a shape that might be easily constructed. The 
fingerboard is made easier to comprehend by the installation 
of frets. FinBlly the bow should be a smcll sized violin bow. 
The overall size of the pre-violin mould be no larger 
than the half size violin. For the third grader the size of 
the instru-ment may mean the difference between success and 
failure in terms of skills to be learned. The fin gerboard 
19. 
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especially should be small enough to fit the hand of the eight 
yeer old child. The probable ef'fect of these simplificetions 
should be considered quite carefully. The elimination of all 
but one string will simplify the coordination of both hands. 
With one string it is impossible for the studen t to place his 
fingers on one string and the bow on another string. The sound 
box or resonatin s chamber is retained so that the child may 
like the tone of the instrument. However, the shape of the 
sound box would differ from that of the violin for the reason 
th8t the construction of a regular violin sound box would be 
to o costly and difficult to make. The fretted fingerboard 
would eliminate one of the greatest problems faced by beginn ers 
on the vi olin. This problem is the accurate s pacing of fingers 
in order. to play in tune . With frets, a great deal of guess 
work wotud be removed and intonna tion would be as accurate as 
the spacing of frets can make it. Intonnation therefore would 
become a construction problem rather than a playing ·probl em, 
yet the training of fLT'l ger spacing would be definitely estab-
li shed . '11he half size bow would be ligh ter and easier to 
handle than the violin bow, but the hand position for the 
smal ler bow is the S8me as thet for the larger bow. T11.e 
muscles necessary for control of the l arger bow with good hand 
~ 
position would be partially developed b y handling the smaller 
bow. 
The instru.ment would be pitched in C in 01~der that it 
might be used in coordination with other pre-band instruments 
21. 
such as the tonette, song flute, mel ody fl u te or flutophone 
all of which are pitched in the key of C. 
Thus, following the th eory of i denti cal elements of trans-
fer, the points of technique that can be transferred are: 
1. Tuning and hr:mdling of a string 
2. Corre ct finger spacing 
3. Position for holding violin and bow 
4. Coordin at ion of finger mov ement with acti-
vating the string b y either a bow or plucking 
I. 
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CHAPTER VII 
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE PRE.;.VIOLIN INSTRllMENT : 
THE DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT 
Since the pre-violin was conceived with the violin as a 
model, th e two m&.in elements of the violin, namely the sound 
box and t..l-J. e fin gerboa rd, were the two construction problems 
dealt with first. For fue sound box, e cigar box of standard 
size was obta ined. At the end of the box a nail was driven to 
act as a pr :otuberance to which a strin g could be l ater ~,ttached .. 
I 
A circu lar h ole two inches in diameter wa.s cut in the center 
of the top of the box . At this time it was discovered that the 
box was made of cardboard, rather than wood as was supposed. 
This, it was thought , might considerably affect the tone, but 
since the whole project was to be of an experimental nature, 
work was continued with this box with the idea. that a wooden 
box would be constr ue ted when most of the problems of the 
fin gerboard would have been solved . With in the box, a sound 
post was affixed to a spot ap :rroximately one-e ighth of an inch 
directly behind the place where the bridge would be put. The 
following dia gram is the result of the firstt phase of the 
exp er imen t • 
I ,, 
II 
ol 
•• 
•• 
Dia gr am I 
I 
l--11- -----------------'-
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The first fingerboard 'was tw!=llve :inches_ lon g and set in a 
vvedge shaped slot in ~. base eight inches lon g . The fin gerboard 
was designed to slide back end forth in the slot so that the 
length could be adjusted later, after experimentation with the 
string. 'l'he reason for the wedge shaped slot rather than a 
square one is t..llat the tension of the strj_ng would keep the 
fingerboard from sliding forward once the length has been ad-
justed. At the back end of the fin gerboard, a regular violin 
peg was inserted through a three-eighth inch circular hole 
drilled there for that purpose. The following diagrams ill us-
trate the second phase of the experiment: 
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Assembling the sound box with the fin.gero·oo_rd was a f a i r ly 
simple task. The sound box was opened at the top and two nails 
driven through one end. This in tum holds the base to w·hich 
the fingerboard is attached. The top was then closed BTid 
glued into position. However, in putting on a string, it was 
discovered that t.he vi olin strings were all too short to fit 
the over-all length of tre instrument. The problem was solved 
by obtaining a viola string which was long enough to fit the 
over-all length of the instrument. The following diagram will 
illustrate the result of all parts being assembled. 
Diagram IV 
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The result being an instrumm t of a sort, the next step 
wa s to test its playability. Almost immediately evident after 
fing erin g tl:::le instrument WBS the fact that the strin g was too 
hig h above the - fin gerboa~d. The distance between the string 
end the fingerbo~rd was so great that depressing the string to 
the fingerboard produced a tonal interval in excess of two 
die tonic steps. The situation we s not alleviated as fin g e r s 
were put down in sequence because the fingerboard slanted down- : 
ward toward the sound box. The chief factor ca using the too 
gr eat distance between fingerboard and strin g was the position 
of the pe g . 
The fingerboard was then removed from the slot and a n e w 
fingerboard inserted. The new fin .gerboard wa s to be a straigh t 
piece of wood, the end of which we.s to be cut off e.t a thirty 
degree an8le. A hole was drilled through the bevel created b y 
this angle and the peg inse r ted. The result of this WBS sat-
isfactory in tbat the top of the peg was situ.ated below the 
level of th e fingerboard. The new fingerboard as it appeared 
ass embled is illustrated below: 
Diagram V 
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As can be noted in the above diaeram, the string cl ears 
the fing erboard by a fraction of an inch, and the fingerboard 
itself is joined to the sound box in such a way that two-
thirds of the fingerboa rd is below the level of the sound box, 
run one-third above . The bridge was edjust ed to meet the new 
hei ght. The string thus cleared the sound box by three-fourths 
of an inch, which was ample clearance for use of the bow. 
Further experlmenta tion with this new fingerboard showed 
that the interval between fingers was more than one inch. This 
interval is obviously too large for eight and nine year old 
children to reach comfortably. However , continuing toexperi- · 
ment, it was discovered t hat the intervals grew gradually 
closer tog ether as the string was depressed further down on ' the 
fingerboard. At a distance of two-thirds the length of the 
fingerboard, tones of the diatonic scale could be produced by 
depressing the strin g at intervals of one- half inch apart, 
rather thBn one inch at the end of the fingerboard. This dis-
tance could be easily negotiated by the third grade child. 
Acco-rdingly , the fingerboard was shortened to a len g th 
of six inches which in effect brought the end of the board to 
a point where the interval between diatonic tones is the same 
as it was at the lower one-third of the lon ger key board. The 
appearance of ·the pre - violin at this stage is illustrated 
below. 
Diagram VI 
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This instrument could produce five diatonic tones quite 
satisfactorily. The five tones are produced by depressing 
the string with each of four fin gers in a. sequence that is 
exactly the same as that used by the violin. An addition al 
27. 
f'our tones could be produced by placing the hand in what would 
correspond to the fifth position on the violin. These addi-
ti onal four tones would thus give the pre-viol in a range of 
nine tones starting at C and proceeding to D'. 
The.upper four tones however would hsve t o be produced at 
a p osition that would brin:r, the hand almost over the body of 
the vi olin. The very fact that the hand would have to move 
out of' first position to p lay more than five tones mi ght pose 
a problem and lead to countless complexities in playing son g s 
with a wide variety of skips above and below E (played with 
fourth finger, first position). 
There are two recourses to the solution of this problem . 
28. 
One is to add a...Ylother string pitched in A (represented by E on 
the staff • Tnis would increase the range of tones to nine 
diaton ic tones all p layed in the first position. The accom-
penyin g disadvantage would be the fact that a change from one 
string to another mi~t be a source of confusion. The other 
recourse would be to leave the instrument alone, but design the 
method .so that the entire scope of the instrument would be 
limited to the first five diEJ.tonic steps. For the greater part 
of the method all exercis.es and son gs would be in the first 
position and at approx:tmately two-thirds of tbe way through the 
course four additional tones in the fifth posit ion may be pre-
sented • . The :material used at this point should be carefully 
' 
selected. The in tervals of the music should not be such tll_at 
a constant shiftin g of posi tfon wou.ld be necessary. 
In view of the fact that the pre-violin shoulrl not be con-
sidered, an end in itself but sho-uld lead directly to the study 
of 'the violin, the latter course would seem to be the wiser one 
to follow. Therefore, the only chan ge necessary would be to 
substitute a wooden sound box for the one already in use. 
The installation of frets on the fin gerboard was postponed 
vntil the g enera.l outline of the instrument ha.s been .f'ully de-
termined . For accurate spacing, the Stroboconn will be us ed. 
This instrument determines m6re exactly than any human ear the 
pitch of any tone~ Once the spacing of the f rets shall have 
been acc1..1rately determined, the only problem of intonna.tion 
will be tunin g. 
CH/IJ? TEH VI II 
DEVISING A METHOD F'OR THE NEW INSTRUI\:1ENT 
Although the instrument is to be pitched in C, the musical 
notation for it will be in A. The reason for this is that the 
notation .for the violin , in many beglnnin~ methods, usually 
starts on A. Thus the probability of note to finger associa-
tion being transferi'ed from the pre-violin to the violin would 
be more likely. At the same time the instrument may still be 
used with the other pre-bend in st rumEn ts. Although this in 
effect makes the pre-violin a transposing instrument, it should 
not be detrimental to the great majority of pupils who have a 
rela.tive sense of pitch rather than an absolute sense of pitch. 
There is yet another disa.dva.nta.ge in that music for the pre-ban ,_ 
instruments and the pre-violin will not be interchangeable. 
However , the fact that all these instruments are aimed at the 
study of t he legitimate instruments after which they are 
modelled, mak e s the incll.J_sion of as many identical elements as 
poss ible of paramount importance. 
To further eliminate technical problems which would be 
detrimenb;l to the immediate svccessful playing of the pre-
violin, the first section of the method will b e so designed 
that the :~rings should be plucked rather than bowed. However, 
the use of the bow is only postponed end not eliminated. When 
the four fingers have been provided with enough exercise to be 
able to move scale-wise, end in skips of thirds , in rhythm not 
more c anplex than one tone to a beat, first exercises for the 
29. 
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u s e of the bow wil l be provided duplicatin g for the most part 
the plucklng exercises fotmd in the first section. 
All exercises will be so desie;ned as to be in good 
rhythmic balance , and as the use of more and more tones come 
within the capabilities of the sttdent, tonal balance VTill be 
stressed. The very first exercises should be quite short i n 
l ength in four-four time. There should be an attempt to have 
the student feel a sense of accomplishment from the very be-
ginning. Feeling of success should be engendered by every 
teacher o f every subject, for this is as important to mental 
health as milk is to physical hea l th . The sense of success 
t1J.us g a. ined on the pre-violin will assure interest . 
The format of the book should g ive the appearance of bein g 
simple. The staffs and notes should be larg e . Each exercise 
should b e named a.s ima ginatively as possible, no matter how 
simple or tonally uninter'esting from the adult v iewpoint. As 
many songs with e five tone range as could be gathered should 
be included in the first section. Rhythmical or tonal adapta-
tions could and should be made to put more songs within the 
scope of their technique. Each page should be well i llustra-
ted with eartoon-like figures all playin g the pre-viol in, which 
would be held in such a manner that each fin g er position can be 
plainly seen. The purpose of the illustrations would be t wo-
fold; entertaining and instructing. 
Thus two factors, the construction of the instrt1.men t and 
1he desi gn of the method, have been so delibera t ely simplifie d 
-----==~==============,==============================================~======= 
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that the student will have the maximum amount of success within 
the limit~Jtions of the pre-violin. It is quite possible that 
other fac t ors, such as inadequate time for practice or inept 
instruction, may work to the detriment of the goals .set forth. 
But those problems are to be solved by administrative officers 
of the schools wherein the pre-violin may be taught , and will 
not be considered within the scope of this thesis. 
METHOD 
for the 
P RE-VIOLIN 
LESSON I 
The instructor should show by explan8ti on and demonstra-
tion how to hold the instrument. The position for holdin g it 
should be nccomplished in three steps; one, placing the pre-
violin on the lap with the back side towards the pleyer , two, 
placin g the index finger in the second fret, three , placing the 
end of the sound box under the chin in such a manner that the 
strin g a.ppears to the ri ght of the chin and, at the same time, 
re tainlng t he finger position of the second step. 
The next step is to heve the whole class activate the 
strin g at the same time. In order that they all start to-
gether some word si gnal should b e used. A very conmon one that 
would be qt.:t i te edequat e is the combine tion of "ready", "pl ay 11 • 
Drill will be necessary to he.ve students pluck the strin e; only 
on the word "pl ay " and not "reedy". Establishing this dis-
cipline the very first lesson and continuing it throughout the 
course will give the teacher the control needed for class in-
struction ~md be an invaluable aid to the instrumEntal director 
in class and to the orchestral director in the future. 
After the class has had experience plucking the string in 
response to ora.l command, the first experience of written com-
mend should be given . The quarter note and quarter rest 
should be reviewed and represented on the bla.ckboard. The 
sta.ff should then be put on the board with specia.l attention 
d irected to the second spa.ce. Shadin g in the spa.ce mi ght be a 
good device for makin g it stand out. The class should be told 
=-----~~============,==========================================================~========= 
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tba t the space has a name and that name is A. The name of the 
string is A, and when a note is put on the second space they 
are to pluck the string. Put one note in the second space and 
have them play 1 t. Put several notes on the staff and have 
the class p l ay them. 
LESSON II 
Review salient fe atures of Lesson I, namely, the qusrter 
note, the quarter rest, and the second space of the st~;_ff, A. 
They e.ll pley the firs t son g of the method, 11 The Clock Strikes 
Five". 
All t he songs in this le sson are on the open A strin g . 
The second space is shad ed. 
34. 
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LESSON I II 
The purpose of t his lesson is to acquaint the pupils with 
a ne w tone, B, as represented by the third 1 ine of the s taff. 
As in the previous 1 ess on, some me~m s should be used to brin g 
t he third line of tre staff to the attention of the student s . 
lJiakin !s t h e third line a little heav ier and extendin ,~ it bey ond 
t rn other line s of the staff might be such a me ~ms . 
Blackboard pr eparat i on should consist of review and play-
in g the tone A as represent ed by quarter notes on the second 
sp ace of the staff . A second staff should be placed on the 
b oar d with the third 1 ine d rawn more heavily than the others. 
The class should be told that the name of this line is c alled 
B. They should be shovm that B is p l ayed with the first fin ger 
in the second fret . Have them pl a y B to oral command several 
t imes. Have them play A to oral comm and . Ask if A and B 
s oun d e x aetly al i ke. Ask what the difference is i n t h e sound 
of the t wo tones. Represent B b y placin f:S B. quarter note on 
the third l ine and h a ve them p l ay . Add f our more notes t o the 
first and have them play . 
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LESSON IV 
The next new tone to be presented is C# and there are 
several things which might c Puse confus ion. The first of these 
e l emen ts is that C# must be p layed with the second fin ger which 
is p laced in the fourth fret. The third fret must be omitted , 
and there i s a strong possibili ty that mE'my may not d o this. 
Becs.use of this, sane students may mistake C# for A. These two 
sources of error should be a1 ticipBted by stressing exactly 
where to place the second finger and pointing up the fact that 
e. fret is omitted. The difference in location of the second 
space Bnd third space should be dri ll ed Bt len gth. 
The initial presentation of the new tone, C#, should be 
similar to th&t of presenting the tone , B. By explana.tiori and 
demonstration the posit i on of the finger s hould be shovm , 
stressing strongly that the third fre t is "skipped" and that 
the second .finger must " stretch" to the fourth f ret . Vvben el 'l 
have pla ced their fingers properly, an oral drill plucking the 
C# should be given. Fur ther oral drill calling for B as well 
es C#- should also be given . Have all check their own fingers to 
see if the third f ret is omitted. C# shoul d be represented on 
the third space of the steff. Have the class play it several 
times. Repr e sent A on the staff and bilve them play i t several 
times. Ask where C# is; ask where A is. Represen t B and dr ill 
all three tones •. 
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LESSON V 
The purpose of this lesson is the consolidation of mater- , 
ial alread y presented, and the len g thening of son gs. 
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LESSON VI 
The object of this lesson is to teach a new tone, D. The 
presentation of new tones by this · time might seem a little rou-
tine. However, in order th~t the use of the third finger in the 
fifth fret and the response to its representation on the staff 
beccme s as stron gly fixed within the minds of the pupils as a re 
other tones, many more exercises using the D only will be pro-
vided befor.e it is incorpor ~"~ ted in exercises using other tones. 
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L.ESSON VII 
In presenting the new tone, E, there is a further op p or-
tunity to fix D, the tone presented in the previous lesson, 
more strongly in the minds of the students. This c an be accom-
plished by followin g the pettern in which B was pr esented in 
Lesson II1. 
Blackboard preparation should consist of the review play-
ing of D as represented by qu arter notes on the second space of 
the staff. A second staff should then be placed on the board 
with the fourth space shaded and extended so that it might sta.n 
out . The student should be told th8 t the name of this spa.ce is 
E, and that when notes appe ar on that space they ere to be 
played by using the fourth finger in the second fret beyond the 
third finger fret. Have the class place all four fin gers on 
the fin gerboard checking each finger for proper position. Have 
them 811 play E to oral command several times. · Have them play 
D several t imes. Have them play D followed by E several times. 
Have them play E by placing a quarter note on the fourth space. 
Add four more to the first and have them play. 
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LESSON VI I I 
This lesson should be one where in ell things tau ght and 
presumably learned up to this point should be consolidated. 
Review D end E on the ble ckboard end then proceed. 
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LESSON IX 
First use of the bow should be presented at this time, 
since al l the five fingers. hsve been put to use. In connection 
with the use of the bow, tones longer than one beat will be 
pre sen ted since tones on the pre-violin can be sustained with 
the bow . 
The first problem facin g the student is that of holding 
the bow. The bow used should be lighter and smaller than the 
s tand ard violin bow. This in effect would tend to equalize the 
variations of the hand stren gth of the pupils. Two main rules 
that will help with the problem is the slogan-like phrase, "the 
tip of the little finger at the end of the bow, and the thumb 
is bent". Adjusting the other fingers once this rule is carried 
out is a simple matter. Have the class put the bow down and 
pick it up several times. Correct as many p upils as is neces-
sary so t hat ell will h av e the proper position. 
The next step is to practice drawing the bow across the 
string. Demonstration and explanation are the means of gett ing 
this phase of p layin g across to the cb.ildren. The explanation 
is simply that the bow must be dr awn straLg:q:t across the string , 
end that the bow 2nd the bridge should be "evenn meaning of 
course parallel. The bow mould be first placed on the string 
at a distance of ebout one inch from the bridge. Have the 
class practice placing the bow one inch from the bridge at the 
end of the bow near the ha.nd, near the middle, and at the tip 
and the seme thin g in reverse. Next at the command "down" have 
49. 
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. ~-l· e-veryone draw the bow f'rom the hand to the tip; et the commend 
ttupn have everyone push the bow back to its originAl position. 
On the blackboard show the S-;)rmbol for up (v') , and the symbol 
for down (n). Hav e them draw the bow a.s you p oint to each . 
Place a staff on the board with f i ve quarter notes on the second 
space . Place the symbols V, 17, alternately over each note. 
Drill until everyone moves his bow down and up in unison. 
.............. ------------------------,----
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LESSON X 
Revi t3w the holding of the bow. Place four quErter notes 
on the blaekboard wi th tbe symbolsn, V' , ove r each a l ternatel y . 
Have the c1 a ss sa.y "down, up , down, up 11 • Have the cl ass play 
m d s BY at the same time "down, up, down, up 11 • Erase t.h e sym-
bols over the quar t er notes and p le.ce two half notes directly 
underneBth the first and third quarter notes. Review the half 
note, drawlng from the class that each half note gets two beats 
Etnd are equal to tw o qua r ter notes tied together. Tie the first 
two and seeond two quertEir' notes together. Put two down mar ks 
over the first two quarter notes and tie together. Put two up 
marks over the second two quarter notes and tie together. Have 
the class say d<;>w-ovm and u -up. Have them bow don-ovm and u -up 
saying and p l ay in g simultaneously. Place the same combination 
of symtols over each of the half notes and point to each hav i ng 
the cla.ss 13ay Bnd pl ay dow-own, u-up. 
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LESSON XI 
I The purpose of this 1 ess on ls for f1r the r consolidsti on of1 
I 
technique of vsing the bow end playing half notes. 
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LESSON XII 
This less on introduces a new kind of rest , the half rest. 
Place two quarter notes tied on the blFJckboard followed by an 
equal si gn and a half note. Directly underneath place two 
quarter rests followed by an equal sign and a half rest. In-
struct the class to say "rest, rest," when they come to the h Alf 
rest. 
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LESSON XIII 
The objective of this lesson is that the cl ass should 
learn to p l ay the dotted half note and the whole note giving 
them three and four bents respect :tvely. 
Place six quarter notes on the board in groups of three 
with the symbols n, I) , placed al terna tel y over each not e . Have 
~he class say and play, dovm , up. Erase the symbols above the 
qu arter notes, t i e the first group or three quarter notes to-
gether , and do tbe s arne to the second group . Have the class 
deduce that the first group is p layed dow-ow-own, placing a 
dovm symbo __ over each note and tying them similar to the way the 
notes are t ied. Have the class deduce that the second group is 
played u-u-up. Brin~ out t.he fact that they have just played 
t wo three beat tones. Erase quar ter notes and substitute dotted 
half notesw Place three down symbols, tied together, over the 
first note and three up s~nbols over t be second note similarly. 
Have the c l ass play and say dow-ow-own, and u-u-up. 
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LESSON XIV 
The whole note is the problem of this lesson. The pattern 
for presenting the whole note is so similar to that of present-
ing the half and dotted half notes that some of the steps may 
be omitted. 
Place: two groups of four quarter notes con..11ected by tie s 
on the blackboard. Point out tm t the first group would be 
played dow-ow-ow-own and the second group u-u-u-up. Place two 
whole notes underneath each group with the appropriate sJ7!nbols 
and drill ~3everal times. Review the half note and the dotted 
half note on the blackboard. 
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LEe80N XV 
This lesson is lo gically one of consolldat ion, wherein 
the quarter, half, ~:md whole notes can be bette r assimilated. 
Exercises c:ontained here-in will be melodic as l s possible with-
in the range of tones studied fu.us far. 
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LESSON XVI 
The eighth note is to be presented in this lesson using 
the quarter note as the point of departure. There are many as-
1 
pects of two ei€P th notes to the befit that, true though they be, : 
ma y be a source of confusion in the understandin g of the rhythm. ! 
Two equal notes to the beat, the first of which is 
accented , :ls 8 good definition for the second rhyth_m but may 
seem like jabberwocky to be memorized by the third grader. In 
its stead, I would deduce that quarter notes ere played at a 
walkin g sp,3ed . PlRce on the board 
.\ . l . l . t .1 . \ .1 .\ 
well< wal ~ walk' wa.lt' Wi ll( walK wsl( walk 
By adding little tails to the notes on the blackboard, we ca_n 
make run notes out of the walk notes. The reason for this 
appro a ch iB that speed is a concept that is clear to the pupils . 
Have the class say "walk" for each quarter note writ ten. In-
s t ruct them to do this at a slow tempo ( endant e). Then have 
them say the word ttrun" at a tempo that the instructcr shall 
have demonstrated . The tempo for the run notes should be twice 
that of the qu2rter notes. Have the class play quarter and 
eighth notes. Place a series of quarter and eighth notes on the 
board and have them say the word walk , or run, as the notes may 
indicate. He.ve them play the notes at the tempo they set when 
they said the words walk and run. 
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LESSON XVII 
Th is lesson should be one of consolide.tin g materials and 
tectmi ques presented. Review the eighth and quarter notes on 
the blackboard. Place a sin gl e eighth note on the board a nd ask 
I 
whether t h s t note will r un or welk. When the corr ect ans wer is 
g iven place six more ei g hth notes on the bla.ckboard. Have the 
class p lay from the board. 
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LESS ON XVI II 
The eighth notes having been presented and ass i mil ated , 
the next lo gical rhythm to be presented is the dotted quarter 
and eighth note cornbine_tion. 
The p roblem in the pre sen tat ion of this rhythm is in the 
util iza tion of techniqu-es already knm~m to gain new techniques. 
Since the dotted quarter note is to be taug)lt as gettin g two 
counts, a r eview of the half note would best precede this note. 
In teaching the proper relation of the dot to the quarter note , 
a qu ar t er note tied to an ei ghth note is used and thus the slur 
should be reviewed. One step csn be eliminated by using tvvo 
qu a rt er note s tied to gether in place of the half note. 
The .first thin g to be placed on the bla_ ck board are two 
quarter notes tied to g ether followed by two more quarter note s . 
Have tbe class say 11 dow-own , up, down ". Have them play this . 
Place a quarter, two eighth , and a quarter notes directly 
1..md e r neath the notes sl ready on the blackboard. Ha_ve the class 
rep eat after the instructor 11 dow -ov..'I1, up, down", saying the 
eighth note quickly. Ha v e then pla_y the rhytlnn. Substitute a 
dot for th e first ei#lth note. Have them ·say "dovi-ov.n , up, 
do vm 11 • Bri ng out the fact that the dotted quarter note gets 
two co vn ts and the eighth note is played quickl y . Erase tre 
symbols above the notes and place two bow marks followed by one 
down and one up bow mark. Have the c 1 ass say 11u-up , down, up 11 • 
Have the m _ lay this. 
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LESSON XI X 
This lesson is one of consolidation of materials . Review 
the dotted quarter end eighth notes on the blackboard. 
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LESSON XX 
In p l:>esenting six-eighth time, other time signatures in 
simpl e time will be explained in detail. The cl a ss should be 
shovm the relation between the word quarter and one-fourth. 
This c ru be readily done b y asking the class how mm y quarter s 
make a do~ ll ar. Fr.om this~ deduce that each quarter is one fburt 
of a doll ar a nd that one-fourth or quarter' may be used inter-
chsne; eably . 
Call the attention or the class to the time signatur es et 
the beg inntn g of music and that the f our on the bottom in each 
11 
c as e merus that one-four th or quarter' note g ets one push . Po intl 
ou t however that the u p p er number tel ls how man y quarter notes 
can be put in one me a sure. 
Put 4/4 on the ble.ckboard a nd t wo me a sure bars. Place 
four quar ter notes within the measure . Erase and place two 
half notes . Erase and put one dotted half note in the measure . 
Ask now many beats there are s up p osed to be. Ask what is miss 
t o me.ke fa.l.r beats. Repeat the procedure with 3/4 and 2/4. 
Ex e r cise: Ask class to place mea sure bars correctly: 
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Ask the class to pla.y the above . 
,, 
Plac•3 four quarter notes on the board and underneath each 1 
,, 
p lace two eighth notes. From this have the class conclude that I 
two ei ?J:lth notes get one beat. Circle each cuplet. Place the II 
following on the blackboard: 
• 
Ask a member of the class to p l Ac e in the measure bars. 
The lesson should be termins.ted after playing a favorite 
song of the class. 
LESSON XXI 
Review time sigp::Jtures in simple tlme. Deduce from the 
c1. ass tha t the upper number' tells the number of be2t s to each 
me asure arr.i the lower number equals one fourth and receives one 
beat. Erase the four under the three and substitute an ei gpth. 
Ask what kind of a note would get one beat with an eight for 
the bottom number . Deduce that it is the eighth note . Ask if 
t.l-J.e eighth note will walk or run. Deduce thHt it will wall{. 
Place tre 
3 
6 
fell owing on the board: 
~~ ~ .1 1 rJJ 1 rJl .m 
Erase the three and the measure bars. Substitute a six. 
Deduce thst there will now be six beats to the meHsure . 
Have the class play each slowly. Ask them to push B 1 i ttle 
harder on the first note of each group of three. 
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LESSON XXII 
The object of this lesson is to teach t he value of the 
quar ter n ote and the dot ted quarter note in 6/8 time . 
Place four eiG~hth notes on the bo ard after a 2/8 time 
signature . Connect with slurs placing symbols f7 and V over 
each g roup. Have the class say and p l ay from the board . 
Place six eighth notes on the board after 6/53 time sig-
natures , in two groups of three. Connect each group with a 
slur. Fl e_ce appropriate symbols above . Vlri te a dotted quarter 
note under each group. 
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IE SSON Y..XII I 
The object of this le sson is to present the dotted half 
note. 
Place 6/8 time signature followed by twelve eighth notes 
on the blackboord. Tie each group together with slurs. Place 
approp .F iate symbols above ee_ch group . 
so. 
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LESSON XXIV 
This lesson will nresent the sixteenth p~te for the first 
~ ~ 
time. The idea of relative speed "~.lv::tll be utilized mainly in 
the presentation of the new rhythm. The quarter note was con- . 
sidered a tone that proceeded slowly at a walking tempo and the l 
eighth note a tone thHt ran. 
The sixteenth note will be considered a tone that runs 
very fast. In facilitating the saying of the sixteenth notes, 
t..he syllable 11 a 11 will be used following the word run. Place 
four quarter notes on t..he board and ask the class to say, "walk, 
walk, W8lk, walk". To the quarter notes a_dd flags that will 
change them to eighth notes. Ask the class what the flags will 
m~ke them say. The answer should be run. Have the class say 
11run 11 four times, quickly. Add still another flag to each. 
Ask whether the extra fla ~s mea.n that the notes will stay the 
same or so faster. The correct answer is faster. Add four 
more sixteenth notes and write the words run-a alternately under 
each of the notes. Ask the class to sing and then play. 
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LESSON XXVI 
The object of this lesson is to nre sent Gf/. Have the 
class locate the F# fret with the first finger and have them 
place their second finser two frets away. 
Instruct them to play four times at oral command. Tell 
them they have played a new note, G#. Place a staff on the 
board with four G#' s placed on the first spa.ce ebove the sta_ff. 
Have class say it and play it. 
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LESSON XXVII 
The presentation of A, the first 1 ine above the staff , is 
the object of this lesson. 
Review F# and G# on the blackboa.rd. Have the class locatE 
F# on their instrument with their first finger. Have them plucl<' 
Ffl and G# as the ins trv.ctor points to each note on the black-
boBrd. 
Draw ~mother staff adjacent to the one already on the 
blackboard . Dr Bw one ledger line quite heavily above the sta.ff. 
Tell the class that the name of this tone is high A and when a 
note is vvr i tt en on this 1 ine they are to play it with their 
third fin~er. The third finger is to be placed in the .fret 
adjacent to tile fret pleyed by the second fin ger. Ask the class 
to plBce their first ~mel second fingers on the F# and G# frets. 
This havin ,3: been done, ask than to place their next 'fin g er, or 
third finger, on the very next fret. Wrlte four high A's above 
the staff while their hands are still in this position. Ask 
them to pluck high A four times. 
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LESSON XXVIII 
The object of this lesson is to teach a new tone, B. Her 
a gain, as n Lesson VI, the problem is to plece the representa-
tion of ~ above the st a ff and its fin g er ·position to a point 
where i t w:l ll be as strong as it is for F#, G#, and A. 
Therefore, more exercises using B alone will be provided 
than for t he other three tones. Use of the fourth fin g er is 
presented :ln a manner similar to A. 
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LESS ON XXIX 
Th e object of t..h. is less on is to bridge the g;ap between 
first and fifth position. Exercises con tl3ined in this 1 ess on 
will be desi gned to g ive pupil s practice in sliding from first 
to fifth position. 
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LESSON XXX 
This lesson is an app lication of the newl y acquired octave 
rang e. 
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FINDINGS AND :CONCL.USIONS 
In a limited trial of the pre-violin in a third grade 
class of twenty-five pupils, the initial reception of the in-
strtw6nt was highly enthusiastic. The class seemed to take a 
greater delie-,ht in plucking the string in unison rather than 
individually, probably because the tone of the pre-violin is no-t 
strong when played individually. 
Many of the class members alreBdy knew what a quarter notE 
and a quarter rest look like and the value of each. They seemec 
anx ious to play the first few simple notations placed on the 
blackboard. The 1 esson was brought to a close with e. demon-
strB tion by the tnstructor playing 11Me.ry Had a Little Lambtr. 
The next several lessons progressed with all members of 
the class makin c; sat is factory progress , meeting each new prob-
lem w.ith determination and spparently feeling pleased with t..heir 
ace ompl ish men t. 
Whether or not the use of the pre-violin would actually 
facilitate the study of the violin remains for further detailed 
study. Suggestions for such a study may be outlined as follows. 
Select two groups of students who are as nearly equal in age 
and ability as can be determined by examination of scholastic 
records md aptitude tests. Present the pre-violin to one 
group for a period of cne school year during which ti.me they 
shall follow the course of study prescr ib ed in the body o.f the 
thesis. The next school year the viol in should be presented to 
aD_ of the pupils of either the pre-violin group or the control 
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group who may wish to s t udy. At this point, the percenta.ge of 
those in each group who want to study the violin should be 
noted. 
The method for study of the violin should be the same as 
for each group. The week to week progress of all individuals 
should be carefully recorded in every aspect. .At the end of 
the second school year followin g the start of the experiment, 
the progress of each group· should be tallied. ElemEnts to be 
considered are technique, tone, dynamics , rhythm, intonnati on, 
and readin g . The number of students who drop · out should be in-
corporated into t he record. 
The final step would be to show the correlation of prog-
r es s on the violin to the study of the pre-violin. 
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SilliiMARY 
SU:Mrvi AR:l. 
Interest in strings bas decreased concurrently with the 
increase of popularity of band instruments in the United States 
Many music educators, aware of this, have been ta"king steps to 
counteract this trend by means of new methods of teaching and 
through discussion of the problem at string clinics. 
The pre - violin is an instrument designed with a_ purpose 
similar to that of pre-band instruments but has more si gnifi-
cance in that it would foster interest and technique in a 
branch of instrumental study tb.at especially needs it. 
The :principles behind the use of pre-band or pre-orches-
tral instrurnentsh&Ve been established by studies of transfer 
by many eminent psychologists. The major .premise is that much 
of the work to be done on t..he pre-band or orchestral instru-
ments c:m 1 ater be transferred with 11 tt le loss of technique to 
legitimate instruments . Although no scientifically accurate 
experiments with transfer of tra inin g using the pre-instrument 
has as yet come to light, the theories of transfer discovered 
in other experiments em be readily applied to the instrumental 
field. 
In all of the experiments the amount of transfer dis-
covered has a very wide range. Numerous factors influenced the 
result. A few of these factors may be listed as follows: The 
intelligence of the pupil;, the nature of the task; the period 
of training; the age of the pupil; the interest of the pupil; 
the person 8li ty of the instructor; the method of presentation; 
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the time lnpse between the end of training of the first task an 
beginnin g of training of the new task; and mental interference 
ce. used by slight dissimilarities between the two tasks. 
With the use of pre-instruments in the public schools, th 
only factor which is controlled is the nature of the instrument I 
The pre-band instruments are all modelled after some le gitimate 
instrument in general outline of a.ppearanc e and in many factors 
of technique. However, there is a balance ·between the amount 
of similarl ty between the pre -instrument and le gitimate instru-
ment, Emd the simplification of problems found on the legiti-
mate instrument. The instruments are provided to all pupils· 
reg ardless of intelligence and interest. In this way, the 
music instructor has an additional means of determinin g where 
ins tr1.;-rnen tal ta 1 en t may exist. 
The pr).nciples of the desig1 . for the pre-band instrument 
h as been a :pp lied to the conception a.nd construction of a pre-
violin instrument. The major problem was the decision of just 
h~J much to simplify the violin. The more ~~e in strument is 
simplified the less the ran g e and scop e will be. The mor e th e 
r ang e an d s cope is increased the greater the p robl en s of tech -
nique will be. The decision made was that there were more ad- ·-
vanta ges to be ga ined by err in g on the side of over simp-lifica-
tion. This was done with the idea in mind tha.t the instrument 
is not an end in it self but is to lead to the study of the 
vi olin. 
The a ctual constru ction of the pre-violin determined in 
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an experiment consistin ::; of three phases was BS fol l ows . The 
first phase was to pt1t together all the elements of the violin, 
nBmely, the sound box , the fingerboard, the bridge, peg, and a 
device for attaching the string . The second phase was to 
correct the design of the f i ngerboard so th...a t the pe g would fit 
at a p o int below the playing surface off the fingerboard. The 
third phase was to shorten the finger board so that the spat i al 
interval between fingers necessary _to produce diatonic inter-
vals would not be too great for the third grade pupil. 
Other features were incorporated ths t are not a part of 
the violin. These features were determined by classroom exigen 
cles 2nd one of the complex features of the violin fingerboard. 
Frets were installed to aid the correct position of fingers , 
an:l the pre-violln was pltched in C so that it may be used wit.l-1 
other pre-instruments. 
Although t.he instrument is to be p itched in c, the musi-
cal notPt ion for it is to be written in A. This was done be-
c ause an association vvhi ch is to be bull t up between notes and 
fingering can be more readily t r ansferred to the vi olin. The 
fact t4at this would make the pre-v i olin a transposing instru-
ment is recognized, but is considered negligible to the great 
mejority of pupils who do not have an absolute sense of pitch. 
The method for the pre-violin i s as essmtial to the 
thesis as the construction of the instrument. Since the pre-
violin has only a limited range of five tones , all the tunes 
and problems had to be presented within that range . Certain 
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f amil i ar songs were altered in order to kee p them within the 
limi t of the instrument. The format of the method is designed 
to :mHJce the music seem a s ettractive as possible. This is in 
keepin g vvi th many of the son g books used in the third grade for 
vocal work . 
The success of the :tn strument and method could not be 
fully C.ete1•mined within the scope of this t~esis . The whole 
pro ject may seem worthwhile only on the ba.sis of the premise 
that since transfer has been recorded in other experiments, and 
that the princ iples used in those experiments hav·e been follo wed 
here , t ran s fer will take place between the pre-violin and the 
violin. However, future .and detailed study may more fully 
determine the extent to which transfer may take place. 
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SUP PLEMENT 
I ]n carrying on a further experiment with the pre-violin 
I 
:af ter the completion of the thesis, it was found that grooves 
rather than frets better suited the purpose of the instrument. 
Although frets would aid pupils to play with good intonrtation, 
I 
!
t he exact placement of the fingers would not be required. The 
correct tone can be produced by stopping the string anywhere 
l
within the fret. This however may lead to haphazard considera-
tion of finger placement on the part of the pupil. 
Replacing t he frets with grooves corrected this fault and 
still main t ained accuracy of pitch. The grooves are deep enough 
to be felt quite easily so that the fingers can find the exact 
place on t he fingerboard for the production of each tone. This 
exact placement of fingers should be an invaluable aid in the 
future study of the violin. 
Throughout t he thesis there is a frequent reference to 
frets. If the reader would mentally substitute the word "groove 
fo r the wor d "fret" he will t hen have a true picture of the 
!pre-violin as it is in its final stage. 
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